
Title of the course Research Seminar 'Civic and Political Processes' 

Title of the Academic 

Programme  
Bachelor’s programme “Sociology and Social Informatics ” 

Type of the course Elective 

Prerequisites None 

ECTS workload 4 

Total indicative study 

hours 

Directed Study Self-directed study  Total 

42 110 152 

Course Overview This seminar focuses on civic studies and politics, with a strong point on 

comparative analysis and reproducible research. Students read, analyse, 

and discuss papers, practicing their critical thinking skills, academic 

reading and writing. The seminar follows in three logical parts. Starting 

from an overview of methodological perspectives, it proceeds to electoral 

behaviour and civic activism, offline and online alike, with an emphasis 

on Russia in comparative perspective. The second part spotlights 

collective action and community building as covered in sociological 

research on social capital and trust. In the third part, modernisation 

theories are discussed, especially the 'post-materialist turn' and 'liquid 

modernity' theories and the research on the everyday consequences of 

modernisation related to migration and national identities. The seminar 

wraps up with a glimpse over research methods.   

Intended Learning 

Outcomes (ILO) 

Be aware of major theories and research related to contemporary civic 

studies and political sociology 

Acquire and improve critical academic reading skills 

Know how to cooperate in small teams 

Able to arrange ideas in a coherent way so as to present them in 

discussions 

Indicative Course 

Content 
 Introduction. Methodological perspectives 

 Electoral research. Politicians and their voters 

 Why and how do people vote? Electoral behaviour theories 

 Public spaces and public action offline and online. Civic activism 

 Collective action. Tragedy of the commons 

 Social capital in the post-Soviet countries 

 Authoritarian high modernism and practical knowledge 

 Social processes in liquid modernity 

 Modernisation theory revisited 

 Migration processes in Russia and Europe 

 Contemporary models of national identity 

Teaching and Learning 

Methods 

The course consists of tutorials involving small-group discussions and 

presentations, critical reading, home assignments, peer review, and 

debates. 

Indicative Assessment 

Methods and Strategy 

Individual contributions and group work are evaluated after each seminar 

(40% of the final grade). After the first two months, each participant 



writes an abstract of an academic paper according to a template, which is 

then peer-reviewed and assessed (20%). At the exam, each student has 80 

minutes to write an abstract of a given research paper on one of the topics 

covered during the year (40%). 

Readings / Indicative 

Learning Resources 

Mandatory  

Bauman, Zygmunt (2013). Liquid modernity. John Wiley & Sons, p. 168-

200. 

Della Porta, D. and M. Keating (2008), How many approaches in the 

social sciences? An epistemological introduction, in: Della Porta, D. 

and M. Keating (eds.). Approaches and Methodologies in the Social 

Science. A Pluralist Perspective. Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, p. 19-39. 

Inglehart, Ronald and Christian Welzel (2005). Modernization, cultural 

change, and democracy: The human development sequence. CUP, 

p. 15-47. 

Morozov, Evgeny (2014). To save everything, click here: The folly of 

technological solutionism. PublicAffairs, p. 63-99. 

Oldenburg, Ray (1989). The great good place: Café, coffee shops, 

community centers, beauty parlors, general stores, bars, hangouts, and 

how they get you through the day. Paragon House Publishers, 

p. 183-196. 

Ostrom, Elinor (2015). Governing the commons. CUP,  

Scott, James C. (1998). Seeing like a state: How certain schemes to 

improve the human condition have failed. Yale University Press. 

Optional  

Evertsson, N. (2015), A Nested Analysis of Electoral Donations, Journal 

of Mixed Methods Research. URL: 

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1558689815585208 

Gandhi, J. and E. Lust-Okar (2009), Elections under Authoritarianism, 

Annual Review of Political Science, No. 12, p. 403-422. 

Greene, S.A. (2013), Beyond Bolotnaia: Bridging Old and New in 

Russia's Election Protest Movement, Problems of Post-Communism, 

Vol. 60, No. 2, p. 40-52. 

Kuntz, P. and M.R. Thompson (2009), More than just the final straw: 

Stolen elections as revolutionary triggers, Comparative Politics, Vol. 

41, No. 3, p. 253-272. 

Landman, Todd (2008). Issues and methods in comparative politics: an 

introduction. London: Routledge, p. 24-48. 

Course Instructors Dr. Anna Nemirovskaya 

Dr. Anna Shirokanova 

Margarita Zavadskaya, EUI PhD Candidate 

 


